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By allowing third parties’ applications to access, make use of and collect information of and from Your User Account, You accept the present OAuth2 Special Conditions (hereafter referred to as “OAuth2 Protocol Special Conditions” or “Special Conditions”).

OAuth2 Protocol Special Conditions do not replace but rather supplement Gandi’s General Service Conditions and other terms and conditions applicable to Our services, hereafter referred to as “Our Contracts”, which may be reviewed at any time at the following address: https://beta.gandi.net/contracts

All terms beginning with an uppercase letter in the present Special Conditions are defined in Gandi’s General Service Conditions and if applicable, in the Reseller/Large-portfolio Customer Account Contract, unless defined in the present Special Conditions.

Section 1. Feature description

OAuth2 Special Conditions set a framework and detail Your rights and responsibilities, as well as Gandi’s rights and responsibilities when You enable the “OAuth2 Protocol” feature for Your User Account and its associated Organization(s).

OAuth2 Protocol is a protocol that allows You to grant specific authorizations and management rights on Your Account User information and associated services to third party applications in order to offer advanced services management and dedicated features. These Special Conditions set out rules, rights and responsibilities under which You grant access to third parties and under which Gandi allows third parties to publish applications which may be connected to or use services provided by Us.

Section 2. Functioning of OAuth2 Protocol with Gandi

Our website provides a description of the OAuth2 Protocol which may be enabled for third party applications from Your User Account free-of-charge. Whenever You decide to grant a third party application permissions to read, collect, use and manage information from Your User Account or Your services, You will be presented with a summary of authorizations the third party application requests and asked to unconditionally accept to grant all permissions requested and to accept applicable OAuth2 Protocol Special Conditions. When logged in on Your Account User’s interface, You may, at any time, review, manage, control and revoke in an autonomous manner authorizations You have granted to third party applications.

As a reminder, Our Contracts, and particularly Gandi’s General Service Conditions You have agreed to, provide it is Your sole and entire responsibility to create and securely store Your personal access information (credentials, password). Therefore, neither OAuth2 Protocol nor these Special Conditions shall be used, construed or interpreted as a service through which You may or should share or communicate in any way Your personal password or other confidential information.

2.1. Allowing third-party applications to access and use Your account’s information and resources

In order to activate, use and allow the OAuth2 Protocol to access and use Your account’s information and Your subscribed services resources, You must have an active User Account opened with Gandi. Your User Account must be in good standing with regard to all applicable obligations, especially regarding personal information accuracy and payments. Your services must be active and Your use of them shall comply with Our Contracts, local laws and regulations and specific conditions set forth by ICANN, registries or other competent authorities.

You may browse, review and select third-party applications which You would like to allow to read, collect and use Your information and resources from Your personal User Account interface’s dedicated section. All applications appearing in the said section are designed, created, built and provided by third-parties with no legal ties with Gandi.

Before actually activating an application and allowing it to use Your personal information, You will be presented with a detailed list of authorizations requested by the application.

This list is meant to allow You to review, evaluate and understand exactly:

- which information and resources (for instance the DNS setting feature for all Your domain names, or mailboxes redirections etc…) the application will access, and
- what kind of operations and actions the application will be allowed to perform (for instance: simply read the information, edit, or even delete it).
You acknowledge it is Your personal responsibility to assess and decide whether or not a third-party application fits Your personal needs Gandi has no knowledge of. Gandi does not confirm nor certify any third-party application available in Your personal User Account interface will comply with specific requirements, nor will it behave in any specific way or have defined features.

Your acceptance of the present Special Conditions is mandatory each time You grant permissions and allow a third-party application to use Your personal information and resources.

2.2. Revoking rights You granted to third-party applications on Your information and resources

After granting permissions to a third-party application and allowing it to read, collect, use and manage Your personal information and services, and as long as Your User Account and services will be active, paid for and associated, the third-party application will have a permanent access to Your information and services.

Until You revoke and disable the application, it will be able to read, collect, use and, if applicable, edit information and manage services associated to Your User Account.

Pursuant to the above provisions, all actions performed by the third-party application during the period of time after Your authorization and its activation and before its termination by You will be considered as made in Your name and with Your consent.

Consistent with the above, You hereby acknowledge and agree it is Your responsibility to disable a third-party application at any time You deem appropriate. You may revoke authorizations and third-party applications from the dedicated page on Your User Account interface which lists all active applications You have associated to Your account and services.

Section 3. Your commitments and guarantees with regard to the activation and use of OAuth2 Protocol

You acknowledge and warrant that any use of the OAuth2 Protocol associated to Your Gandi User Account will, at all times, be made with respect to Our Contracts and all applicable laws, regulations, policies (as provided and amended by ICANN and registries) and rules.

Moreover, You acknowledge and agree to use third-party applications via OAuth2 Protocol in compliance with obligations detailed in “Article 3. Your commitments” of Gandi’s General Service Conditions which are available at any time on Our website at: https://beta.gandi.net/contracts.

You acknowledge and agree OAuth2 Protocol does not require and is not meant to either communicate or share Your personal credentials (User Account reference, password or other confidential information) which shall remain confidential and strictly personal at all times.

OAuth2 Protocol does not imply in any way You are required to change Your domain names or other services’ contacts. You are not required to associate any third-party to Your services in order to allow operations to be performed by the application (updates, settings etc...).

Should Gandi inform You Your use of any third-party application constitutes an illegal or abusive use of Your services, qualifies as a material breach of Your obligations or any other prohibited use of Your services, You agree to promptly take all necessary corrective actions in order to comply with all applicable rules and cure any breach Your use of Gandi’s services may be causing.

You also undertake to make all Your efforts in order to assist with the quick resolution of any problem or dispute arising of or originating from Your use of any service associated to Your User Account.

You expressly acknowledge that any use made, action taken or operation initiated on Your services by third-party applications to which You granted authorizations using OAuth2 Protocol shall be considered as having been made with Your express consent and agreement, and under Your entire responsibility.

You hereby agree Gandi may not be held liable for any actions made or not, or operations initiated or not on Your User Account and services by any third-party applications You have granted rights using OAuth2 Protocol.
Section 4. Gandi’s commitments and guarantees as to OAuth2 Protocol

Gandi shall make its best effort to provide You with an OAuth2 Protocol management interface available in Your User Account. Gandi will also provide You with a dedicated page available in Your User Account detailing all third party applications You have associated with Your resources and services and authorizations You gave.

This page is meant to help You monitor, review and, if applicable, revoke all authorizations You have previously granted.

Gandi will implement OAuth2 Protocol using state-of-the-art methods and will make its best effort to maintain Its platform secured up-to-date and protected against known and documented vulnerabilities. You acknowledge OAuth2 Protocol is provided “as-is” without any guarantee against any default, issue, malfunction.

Gandi cannot make any representation nor guarantee as to OAuth2 Protocol’s maintenance for any duration.

You also agree OAuth2 Protocol is a feature You may activate free-of-charge. Gandi may therefore not be held liable nor grant any compensation, whether monetary or not, nor damages for any suspension or termination of any third-party application. Gandi does not provide any guarantee for third-party applications nor for their editors who are not associated in any way with Us. Moreover, Gandi cannot confirm nor guarantee any third-party application in particular will be available in Your interface.

Gandi may not be held responsible for the proper functioning of any third-party application, nor for its maintenance. You specifically recognize Gandi may not be held liable should a third-party application malfunction or fail to properly work, or if the third-party application makes Your services unusable, does not renew Your services in due time or causes Your services to expire.

You acknowledge Gandi may not be held liable in any way for the behavior, whether expected or not, documented or not, of any third-party application.

Section 5. Termination

5.1 Termination by the application editor

You understand and agree third-party applications are designed, created, edited, offered and maintained by third-parties not associated to Gandi. Therefore, third-party editors may, at any time, stop providing services associated to their application(s), stop maintaining, updating or correcting their application(s) and stop offering them on Gandi’s platform.

You hereby agree third-party editors may terminate or revoke authorizations You granted to their application(s) using OAuth2 Protocol from You User Account without prior notice. Such termination is decided by editor(s) without Gandi’s knowledge. Gandi bears no responsibility for all damages, issues, expiration, malfunction that may occur after the termination of Your authorizations by third-party editor(s) and shall not be bound to provide You with any equivalent, similar or alternative third-party application.

5.2 Termination by You

You may terminate and revoke any third-party application’s authorizations and rights on Your services from Your User Account at any time. No specific authorization or prior notice is required in such termination case which will be effective immediately. You also undertake to promptly take all appropriate actions to revoke any third-party application’s authorizations and rights on Your User Account and services’ information upon receiving any notification from Gandi inviting You to do so for any reason indicated in the said notification.

Failing or refusing to do so shall be grounds for Gandi to revoke such authorizations and rights in Your name without Your agreement. Should Gandi be compelled to revoke any third-party application’s authorizations, You expressly agree Gandi may not be held liable for such action nor for its consequences or potential or actual damages, whether direct, indirect or incidental.

5.3 Termination by Gandi

Gandi may, at any time, temporary suspend or permanently pull off any third-party application from its platform.

Gandi may have to proceed to such suspension or termination without providing with You any prior notice nor delay, especially to comply with national laws, law enforcement requests, court orders, or to prevent or mitigate damages that may affect Our systems and platform or third parties’ assets.

The suspension or withdrawal of any third-party application will prevent customers, including You, from using the said application. Gandi may not be held liable nor grant any compensation, whether monetary or not, nor damages for any suspension or termination of any third-party application.
Section 6. Interpretation

You acknowledge the present OAuth2 Protocol Special Conditions shall not be considered as a replacement of Gandi’s Contracts, but rather a supplement. Our Contracts shall remain in force for the whole duration of Your use of OAuth2 Protocol and as long as Your User Account is active and are to be considered as a forming a whole, including these Special Conditions.

In any case where provisions of Our Contracts and OAuth2 Protocol Special Conditions would contradict, Our Contracts shall prevail.
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